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One of the mysteries of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule is that it is characterized by a scale Aoz&

that is small compared to a typical hadronic width I, whereas unitarity would lead one to expect
+Qzl I . We show that while individual virtual decay channels contribute to OZI violation with this
expected strength, the coherence between all such channels can conspire to make AQzl (K I as observed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although it has extensive support from experiment,
the origin of the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule [1—3] is
mysterious. There are, it is true, various limits of QCD
in which the observed suppression of the qq "hairpin-
turn" diagrams characteristic of the rule (see Fig. 1)
would be expected. In the heavy-quark limit

Q, Q, ~Q2Q2 mixing is suppressed by a, and a„respec-
tively, in the 0 + and 1 ground states and their radial
excitations, and is even smaller for orbitally excited states
in which annihilation is suppressed by centrifugal-barrier
effects. Thus the OZI rule is natural in such a limit. It is
also natural in the large-N, limit where such diagrams
are suppressed by I /N, .

It is, however, difticult to associate the observed validi-
ty of the OZI rule in light-quark systems with either of
these limits for very basic reasons emphasized by Lipkin
[4]: OZI-rule violation can always proceed by a tioo step-
process involving the amplitudes for virtual decay chan-
nels [see Fig. 2, corresponding to Fig. 1(b)]. This is the
conundrum with which we will be concerned in this pa-
per: since typical OZI-allowed decay widths are observed
to have strengths of order AQcD the real parts of mass
matrices (which include OZI-violating off-diagonal terms
such as that of Fig. 2) should also be of order A&cD, while
experimentally such amplitudes are characterized by a

Aozi «AQcD. For examPle, m —
mp AozI

MeV but, as we will see below, virtual decays of the p
into ground-state mesons (nrr, marco, imp, i)'p, and pp) alone
will produce a p mass shift of the order of —1 GeV.
Thus although the large-X, prediction that

Pp /m p
1 /X, may be considered successfu 1, and a1-

though as N, —+ ao one might indeed see both a narrow
resonance and OZI-rule-respecting world, this does not
address the basic puzzle: our world is one in which OZI
violations are much smaller than widths, in apparent con-
tradiction to the naive expectation from unitarity depict-
ed in Fig. 2 that Aoz, will have a strength typified by
such widths.

The graphs which contribute to meson propagators in

QCD can be classified by their topology (see Fig. 3) into
OZI conserving and OZI violating. In an earlier paper
[5] we showed that although OZI-conserving bubble

graphs [the second graph in Fig. 3(a)] have a large magni-
tude, in a string picture their main effect is to renormalize
the string tension. Note that such graphs correspond to
virtual-meson loops in which the quark-antiquark pair
created in the first decay vertex is annihilated in the
second (compare with Fig. 2). Individual intermediate

qi

Un
q„ q

FIG. 1. A diagram associated with OZI-rule violation shown
in two time orderings.

qi qi

FIG. 2. OZI violation via two OZI-allowed amplitudes.
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states in such loops give mass shifts 6m —I as expected;
only by summing over all intermediate states does one see
that the bulk of the eA'ect of such processes can be ab-
sorbed into a redefinition of the qq potential. From the
point of view in which one sums over intermediate states,
this result is far from obvious. However, from the point
of view suggested by Fig. 3(a) one is not so surprised: in
the approximation in which one replaces the energy
denominators associated with the sum over mesonic in-
termediate states by a free qq energy denominator, the
loop acts like a "vacuum polarization" correction to the
static quark potential.

In the sum over meson loop graphs, there is of course a
second possibility: the quark-antiquark pair created at
the first decay vertex may remain as the valence quark
and antiquark of the final meson while the second decay
vertex annihilates the original qq pair. This is the process
depicted in Fig. 2 [corresponding to a particular time or-
dering of Figs. 1 and 3(b)]. As with the bubble graphs of
Fig. 3(a), each individual decay channel which can con-
tribute to the total OZI-violating amplitude will give a
contribution to Aoz, of order I . However, we will see
that, as with the OZI-conserving amplitude, it is impor-
tant to sum over all channels before drawing conclusions
on the effects of such processes.

We can easily illustrate how the mechanism we have in
mind operates in the context of the Aux-tube model for
quark pair creation. In this model, a meson decays when
the Aux tube confining its original quarks breaks, and a
new qq pair is created with vacuum quantum numbers on
the broken fiux-tube ends (see Fig. 4). The pair-creation
process creates a virtual decay from the original meson to
an essentially arbitrary intermediate state and thence to
the final meson which produces an OZI-violating ampli-
tude of order I . However, if we sum over all intermedi-
ate states then in the spirit of Fig. 3(a) [i.e., in the closure
approximation in which we now neglect the variation of
the energy denominators associated with this sum, and
the spectator approximation in which we neglect the
effect of the pair creation (annihilation) on the original

FIG. 4. Meson decay by pair creation in the Aux-tube-
breaking model.

(final) qq pair], Fig. 2 would contribute only to the meson
propagator with vacuum quantum numbers, and OZI
violation in the established meson nonets mould vanish.

In this paper we will examine this mechanism for
suppressing Az& with respect to I in detail, using the p-
cs-P system as our prototype.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Am =0,
Am =23„,
Am~=Am + 3

(la)

(lb)

(1c)

(ld)

We will, ultimately, directly perform the sum over all
intermediate meson states with their appropriate energy
denominators and decay amplitudes within the Aux-tube
model for pair creation mentioned above and using
harmonic-oscillator meson wave functions. However, be-
fore committing ourselves to such details, we will careful-
ly analyze the structure of the calculation to emphasize
that the reduction of Aoz, from its "expected" value I is
a natural consequence of the above mechanism.

In the SU(3) limit, OZI-violating amplitudes contribute
equally to the processes q;q; ~q qj for all i,j (qk =u, d,
or s). This conclusion is a consequence of the fiavor in-
dependence of @CD and the basic topology of the OZI-
violating diagrams (see Fig. 3). As a result [6], to lowest
order in SU(3)-breaking hm and in the OZI-violating am-
plitude 3

+ ~ ~ ~

where Am (assumed here to be large compared to A „)is
a P-p mass difference arising from SU(3) breaking and
where P„ is the deviation of the vector-meson mixing an-
gle from ideal mixing defined by

co = ( —,
'

)
' (uu +dd )cosP„—ss sing„,

P=ss cosP +(—,
')'~ (uu+dd )sing

(2a)

(b) + ~ ~ ~

FIG. 3. The two topological classes of graphs contributing to
the q;q;~qjq, amplitude corresponding to (a) OZI-conserving
and (b) OZI-violating processes; time orderings are, of course,
irrelevant for this classification.

We see from this general analysis that m„—m is a mea-
sure of OZI violation. [Without the OZI-violating
uu —+dd amplitude, there would be no dynamical rota-
tion of the otherwise degenerate uu and dd systems into
the isospin eigenstates ( —,

' )'~ (uu+dd ).] A survey of the
meson nonets gives [7] A =+7+1 MeV, Af = —22+3

2

MeV, Af =+11+15 MeV, Ah = —32+12 MeV, and
1 1A„=—12+4 MeV from the co —p, f2 —a2, f &

—a&,
3

h, —b, , and co3-p3 mass differences. [We exclude the
pseudoscalar mesons from this survey since g —g' mix-
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ing, which arises from the U(1) anomaly, has a special
status. In any event, the puzzle we are addressing is how
any nonet can have 2 ((I .] From this list we can see
that OZI-violating amplitudes are, as stated in the intro-
duction, typically an order of magnitude smaller than
meson widths. Moreover, we see that while 2 is prob-
ably the smallest of these amplitudes, the p-co-P system
can serve as a reasonable prototype for our discussion of
OZI violation.

The puzzle of the OZI rule is an old one which has
been discussed often. There have, in particular, been
many discussions [4, 6, 8 —10] of the "annihilation dia-
grams" of Fig. 3(b). Some of these discussions have been
perturbative (in which case they include both of the time
orderings of Fig. 1), others have considered the contribu-
tions of virtual glueballs [in which case they are focusing
on the time ordering of Fig. 1(a)], while others, as we do
here, concentrated on the unitarity puzzle associated
with the virtual decay channels of the time ordering of
Fig. 1(b), i.e., Fig. 2.

In this last class of papers are those we have already
mentioned by Lipkin [4] in which many of the essential
ingredients of the picture of the OZI rule which we pro-
pose here were foreshadowed. In particular, Lipkin
stressed the importance to the OZI rule of cancellations
between different intermediate states and argued that its
validity must ultimately involve cancellations not only
between states of a given Aavor or Aavor-spin multiplet,
but also between states of different generalized 6 parity.
He also explicitly recognized that the closure and specta-
tor approximations could be important to understanding
these cancellations. The reader will see below that our
solution to the OZI puzzle has all of the characteristics
which Lipkin anticipated. The role of cancellations in
the OZI rule (as well as in the analogous suppression of
exotic exchanges) was also noted by Schmid, Webber, and
Sorensen and by Berger and Sorensen [4]. They pointed
out within the context of Regge theory that the cancella-
tions between exchange-degenerate trajectories of oppo-
site 6 parity occurred naturally and could be arranged to
preserve the OZI rule.

Another study which has strong connections to ours is
that of Tornqvist (see Ref. [10]). In a series of papers
working within the context of the Po model, he has stud-
ied the effects of quark loops on the quark model. Since
these calculations are restricted to the ground-state chan-
nels, they reflect the "higher-order paradox" explicitly.
Although he was able to solve the co-p splitting problem
thereby encountered by Gne-tuning parameters, no gen-
eral solution was found.

A. The closure limit

The amplitude for the "virtual decay" piece of the
OZI-violating process q, q, ~q.q for q, Aq (i.e., the am-

plitude for Fig. 2) is

&q, q, ~ape ~n &&n ~ape' q, q,. &A(E)= g-
n n

(3)

where IIPC is the quark-pair-creation operator for Aavor

f and the set I ~
n & I is a complete set of two-meson inter-

mediate states. As indicated in the Introduction, in the
limit that the energy denominators in this expression
vary negligibly with n, the sum collapses to a closure rela-
tion, giving

&= g &q, q, ~ap'c" ~n &&n~apc'~q, q, &

n

= &q)q, ~a"a""
~q, q, & .

B. The Po model

The Po model [11]is a phenomenologically successful
quark-pair-creation model for describing strong hadronic
decays. It assumes such decays proceed by rearrange-
ment of the quarks in the original hadron with a quark-
antiquark pair that is created out of the vacuum in a Po
state. In the original formulation of the model, the pair
creation was assumed to be pointlike and to occur with
equal amplitude everywhere in space. This leads, in the
rest frame of 2, to the 2 ~BC meson decay amplitude

Thus, if Hpc cannot create and destroy pairs with the
quantum numbers of

~ q; q; & and
~ qj qj &, A will vanish in

the spectator approximation. In the Po model, which we
will describe (and advocate) in the following subsection,
hadron decays proceed via the creation of a quark-
antiquark pair with vacuum quantum numbers only.
This model thus predicts in the closure and spectator ap-
proximations that virtual decays make no contribution to
OZI violation in the established nonets. (It also predicts
that OZI violation in the predicted but not yet estab-
lished scalar-meson nonet will be unique; see below. )

In the next section we will describe the Po model,
focusing on the particular version of it that we have used
to compute the matrix elements in the numerator of Eq.
(3). We will then display the individual terms contribut-
ing to the zero expected in the closure approximation (4)
for the case of uu ~dd mixing in the ground state

=1 mesons. Examination of these terms will re-
veal that the closure sum is driven towards zero by
several types of systematic cancellations which, as we will
see below, are not badly spoiled when the energy denomi-
nators are restored.

M( A ~BC)=(2~) ~ yoPX. f d k@s(k)C&c(k)(2k+q)+„(k —q/2),

where the 4&'s are momentum-space wave functions, q is the momentum of 8, P is a flavor overlap, X is a spin overlap,
and yo, the intrinsic pair-creation strength, is the only parameter of the model. In this model the original q and q are
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perfect spectators; i.e., their state is unaffected by the pair creation.
A modified version of this model, and a firmer theoretical foundation for it, emerge in the context of a Aux-tube pic-

ture of hadrons [12,13]. The main new effect in this picture is that the pair is created in a localized region near the orig-
inal qq axis controlled by the overlap of the two new fiux-tube wave functions with the old flux-tube wave function (see
Fig. 4). With this modification, (5) becomes

o X
J d'k d'p d'p'+(p, p')&»(k+p'/2)4C(k —p'/2)(2k+q)N„(k —q/2 —p),(2~) ~

where 0'(p, p') is the Fourier transform, with respect to
the spatial coordinates r and w shown in Fig. 5, of the
ffux-tube overlap function. (In Ref. 13, this function was
taken to have "cigar-shaped" contours, i.e., to fall off ex-
ponentially with the perpendicular distance between the
created pair and the line joining the original quark and
antiquark. We will, to make our calculations tractable,
take the function to have spherical contours instead. The
implications of this simplification will be discussed
below. )

The extensive analysis performed in Ref. 13 showed
that this model is quite successful: it fits the approxi-
mately 60 measured strong meson decay amplitudes with
a mean error of about 25%%uo. Interestingly, the inclusion
of the Aux-tube overlap function was unimportant to this
success, as the finite size of the meson wave functions in
(5) already effectively restricted pair creation to small dis-
tances from the initial meson. However, since our calcu-
lation involves a sum over all possible intermediate
mesons, the spatial cutoff is at least a calculational neces-
sity. Without it Eq. (3) would create and annihilate pairs
with equal strength over all space and the sum would be
indeterminate, behaving like infinity minus infinity.

In Ref. 5, we further modified the Po model to include
a form factor for the created quark and antiquark: the
pointlike Po pair-creation operator, which takes the
form q"(r)a.Vq(r) in position space (the a's are Dirac
matrices), was replaced by

f d'~ p(u)q (r+u/2)rz Vq(r —u/2),

where p(u)=(3/Shirr )
~ exp( —3u ISr ). This operator

creates a Po pair with a mean separation of order the
"constituent quark size, " r . This introduces a new pa-
rameter into the Po model but, like the Aux-tube overlap
function, it is both physically motivated and necessary in
order to obtain a finite result when one sums over a com-
plete set of virtual decay channels. (The pointlike version
of the pair-creation operator produces an infinite string
tension renormalization, as one would expect. In the Ap-
pendix, we will describe our method of determining r
and the sensitivity of our results to changes in r . ) With
the quark form factor in place, we have finally

M( A ~BC)=, , y,PX.Id k d'p d p'+(p, p')2

(2~)

X C ~(k+p'/2)C&c(k —p'/2)(k+q/2)exp—
2r

(k+q/2) C&~ (k —q/2 —p). (S)

It is this twice-modified Po formula which we will use to
perform the calculations discussed in the following sub-
section.

C. Evaluation of the closure sum in the
vector sector

Let us now examine in detail the closure approxima-
tion for the ground-state vector uu meson mixing with
the corresponding dd meson. Recall from Eq. (1) that the
co-p mass splitting receives a contribution that is directly
proportional to the amount of such mixing. Understand-

1

FICs. 5. Position-space coordinates for meson decay by pair
creation.

ing how the mixing vanishes in the closure approxima-
tion is the Arst step in understanding how m -m can be
small in the full calculation that includes energy denomi-
nators.

The general term in the closure sum is

(dd ~Hpc ~n ) & n ~H pc ~uu ), (9)

where n stands for a complete set of quantum numbers
for the intermediate states, which we will take to be
"a 4 ~i &a ~. '"c,lc mI &c m, ;q, l, and rn], i.e. ,B B C C

the radial, orbital, and spin quantum numbers of the in-
termediate mesons 8 and C, as well as the (magnitude of
the) momentum and the angular momentum of their rela-
tive coordinate. We analytically sum over mI, m&, m,

B C

and the quark spins, leaving us with terms that are func-
tions of q labeled by n~, n~, l~, lz, and I. We display
these functions in Fig. 6, ordered by I, = l~ + lc + l and
N=ns+nc —2 (our convention is that the ground state
of every l has n =1, so the sums start with N=0). The
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FIG. 6. The terms in the closure sum for 8 in Eq. (4) ordered by L:—l&+ l&+ l and X:—n&+ n& —2, calculated using our canonical
parameters /3=0. 4 GeV, b=0. 18 CxeV, and r =0.15 fm. The curves are labeled by (lii, lc, l); when l~&lc, (ls, lc, l) is an abbrevia-
tion for (l~ lc, l )+(l&, l~, l). To avoid overcrowding on the graphs with L ~ 5, we show only the "leading" terms, i.e., the (K, K, 1) and
(K+ 1,K, O) ones and the two largest remaining terms.

graphs were obtained by inserting harmonic-oscillator
wave functions into Eq. (8). The oscillator parameter P,
defined by 4(k) —(polynomial) exp( —k /2p ), was tak-
en to be 0.4 GeV as in Ref. [13], r was taken to be 0.15
fm as described in the Appendix, and the Aux-tube over-
lap function was taken to be ~P(r, w) =exp( bw /2), —
where b =0.18 GeV is the string tension I13]; this gives
~l'(p, p') =6 (p)(2m/b ) exp( —p' /2b ). We emphasize
that the closure sum must be zero independent of the pa-
rameters P, r, and b, so we postpone a discussion of
them to the Appendix, where their effect on our calcula-
tion of the actual co —

p mass difference will be estimated.
The choice of ~P(r, w) is significant; since it is independent
of r, it (like the naive Po model) leads to a spectator ap-
proximation for the internal degrees of freedom of the in-
itial qq pair. However, the use of this function to sirnpli-
fy our calculation is not misleading in the case at hand.
Consider, first of all, a case where 4 depends on the mag-
nitude of r. Then the angular momentum of the original
qq pair would still be unaffected by the pair creation, and
the closure sum would still give zero for all but I'o
mesons. Now consider a more realistic, cigar-shaped 0'.
The r dependence of such a function is such that it can
change the J of the initial qq pair, but it can do so only
by the addition of L"=0+,2+,4+, . . . . Hence the clo-
sure sum will still give zero for the Si p-ni-P system.

We now make several observations concerning the
graphs of Fig. 6, and comment on them subsequently.

(i) The closure sum does indeed converge towards zero,
as illustrated in Table I, where we show the sequence of

TABLE I. (a) An illustration of the rapid convergence of the
closure sum. The entries show the integrals of the correspond-
ing graphs in Fig. 6 in units of yoP /6n . (b) The sequence of
partial sums for (a).

(a)
L=1 L=3 L=5 L=7 L=-9 L =11

X =-0
xV=1
%=2
%=3
%=4
X=S

—184.3
—93,2
—18.4
—9.6
—2.9
—1.3

193.6
70.3
30.4
10.6
4.0
1.5

—4.8
—15.7
—8. 1

—3.3
—1.3
—0.5

15.3
9.7
5.2
2.3
0.9
0.3

—0.1
—1.5
—1.0
—0.5
—0.2
—0.1

0.9
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.1

0.0

(b)
1X1 2X2 3X3 4X4 5X5 6X6

Partial sum —184.3 —13.6 —30.2 —0.1 —2.8 0.0

partial sums. Moreover, the convergence is apparent for
quite small values of X and I.. (Note that since the qq
pair is created with one unit of orbital angular rnomen-
tum on the 5-wave p and cu wave functions, the three or-
bital angular rnomenta Iz, l&, and l are restricted by the
requirement that it be possible to sum them to total angu-
lar momentum one. )

(ii) The first two terms in the sum, the nonradially ex-
cited terms with (ls, lc, l)=(0,0, 1) and (1,0,0)+(0,1,0)
are very large, but they cancel each other to a very large
extent.
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unit of internal orbital angular momentum. However,
the P wa-ve (0,0, 1) decay matrix element, with its angular
momentum barrier factor q, starts off more slowly and
peaks later as a function of q than does the S-wave
(1,0,0)+ (0, 1,0) term, tending to compensate for the
difference in the energy denominators. We will elaborate
upon and be able to quantify this observation below.

Observations (ii) and (iii) can be understood in terms of
a peculiar limit. To extract this limit, we explicitly write
out the expression for (9), using oscillator wave functions
in (8), obtaining

(10)

(iii) There is a hierarchy of sizes in the remaining
terms: the terms with l =0 or 1 tend to be larger than
the others, and the terms decrease in size uniformly as
the excitation numbers increase. Within each stage of the
hierarchy, the terms tend to cancel.

(iv) A particular feature of this local cancellation will
help it to persist when energy denominators are reinsert-
ed. Consider, for exam. pie, the large canceling N=0,
(0,0, 1) and (1,0,0)+(0,1,0) terms. The energy denomina-
tor of the latter will, at a given q, be larger than that of
the former because one of its mesons contains an extra

I

f d u d v dQ e (" "' /2b4 ~(u)e " / ~~4& ~(v)e ' / ~ (u+v+q)e ' q
e '"+" & / tt I'~ (Q )B C Im q

where the N's are oscillator wave functions, modulo their
exponential factors which we have shown explicitly. The
cross terms in the exponentials may be rearranged to

e [A, /(1 —k) ]u.v/P —y(u+ v) q/Pe

where A, /(I —k)=(13 /b /3 r /3 —1—/4) and

y =—(P rq/3 —1/4). For the "magic" case A, =y=0 (cor-
responding to r =&3/2P and b =2P ), the integrals in
(10) simplify, and only states with ee+ec+1 =1 survive.
(e,. +3/2 is the energy of oscillator i in units of Acv. ) In a
basis of "spherical" oscillators, this condition is
equivalent to 2N +L = 1, so that only the radial ground
state, (lz, lc, l) =(1,0, 0), (0,1,0), and (0,0, 1) terms are
nonzero. The entire closure cancellation therefore occurs
in the analog of the N =0, L = 1 graph of Fig. 6.

We next examine parameters which are close to the
magic limit. For y =0, consider the expansion

g)
—(/2 —(A/(1 —2. ))(u —v( /t3

I

into (10) and noting the jt,(iyq~u+v ~/P ) —y' for small

y, one easily Ands that the terms in the closure sum de-
crease with l: l=0 and l =1 terms are of order unity,
while l ) 1 terms are of order y'

The "magic" limit is thus somewhat more than an ana-
lytic toy. In a light-quark system we expect that the pa-
rameters b', P, and r ' will all be of order A&cD, and
their "magic" ratios are consistent with this loose re-
quirement. However, the "magic" ratios are also reason-
ably close to the phenomenological best values discussed
in the Appendix. As a result, the physical closure sum
zeros in a very rapid and orderly fashion: as is evident
from comparing Figs. 6 and 7, it is sufficiently close to
the "magic" closure sum to still have the same structure.

III. CALCULATION OF m —m~

We now proceed to the full calculation of the co-p mass
difference arising from virtual decay diagrams. As indi-
cated in Sec. II, this difference is

K 4 vI

0 V
Am —Am =22 (13)

for the A, exponential, where H2 is a Hermite polynomi-
al. Inserting this into Eq. (10) and performing the in-
tegrations in a basis of "rectangular" oscillators, one easi-
ly sees that only l =0 and l =1 terms survive, and that
only those states with energy eB+ec =2~+ 1 —l contrib-
ute to the 0 (k') term. In the spherical basis, this condi-
tion is 2N+L =2~+1. Since the closure sum vanishes
for any k, it follows that there is an exact cancellation
within each subset of terms corresponding to a given value
of 2N+L (for y=0). Note that the terms in each such
subset will all have similar energy denominators [espe-
cially in light of the argument given in point (iv) above],
so that there will be a strong tendency for these cancella-
tions to be maintained when the energy denominators are
restored.

An expansion in y also reveals useful information. By
substituting

e ~'"+"'q ~ =4' g i'jl'(iyq(u+v~(l/3 )
1', m'

where

(dd HPc ~n ) (n ~Hpc ~uu )
M —E

n n

(14)

B,C, l, s

X
iM(,

EgEc M (Es+Ec) (15)

where B,C are the quantum numbers of the intermediate
mesons B and C, the M's are normalization factors dis-
cussed in Ref. [13], and the LS amplitude M&, (q) is ob-
tained by applying the Jacob-Wick formula to the helicity
amplitudes provided by (8) (see, e.g. , Ref. [13]).

with M the common mass of p and co in the absence of
OZI violation. To evaluate this sum we used for the
numerators the functions displayed in Fig. 6; in the
denominators we used the masses calculated in the quark
model of Ref. [14] (or in some cases of high n or l, masses
extrapolated from those tabulated in Ref. [14]; see Ref.
[15]. Our explicit formula for 2 is

M~ MBMC

M~
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Our results are shown in Table II. In addition, Table
III shows the individual mass shifts of cu and p from some
of their low-lying virtual decay channels. [Notice that
b, m arises entirely from the processes of Fig. 3(a) and
corresponds to the "string tension renormalization" men-
tioned in the Introduction and discussed in Ref. [5]. The
processes of Fig. 2 produce an additional shift in m„
which is that shown in Table II. For example, the
+ 141-MeV contribution of the (0,0, 1) term to
Am —Am may be obtained by comparing the m and p
shifts from virtual decays to the ground-state pseudosca-
lar and vector mesons shown in the top half of Table III ~

This net shift is one of the two canceling X =0, I. =1
terms analogous to those shown in Fig. 6, and the begin-
ning of a sum of such canceling terms. ] We omit from
Table III the contributions from strange pairs like KK
and KK * since channel by channel they produce equal
mass shifts in the p and co. The large differential shifts of
Table III, together with the disparity in the available
channels, re-emphasize the need for a mechanism such as
the closure limit to explain the near-perfect cancellation
of Am„—Am . These large cancellations also point out
the difhculty in any attempt to accurately calculate
m„—m ~ The result of our calculation is that the virtual
decay channels contribute + 13 MeV to this splitting, but
this agreement with the measured value is accidental; for
reasonable variations in our model parameters it varies
by tens of MeV's. The value of this calculation is not to
be measured in such terms, but rather in its showing how
the scale of AQzj is naturally reduced from a mass of or-
der A&cD (see Table III) to a mass of the order of 10 MeV
which typifies AQz, experimentally. We should also em-
phasize that even if this calculation were accurate, it
should not give the experimentally observed co —p split-

ting since in addition to the source considered here, this
splitting will receive contributions from other sources, for
example the "pure annihilation" time ordering shown in
Fig. 1(a).

Our calculation has nothing to say about such "pure
annihilation" contributions to OZI violation. However,
we note that there are several reasons to believe that such
contributions are small. In the first place, the unitarity
puzzle does not apply to them so that they are not "re-
quired" to be large. In addition, to the extent that they
may be characterized as proceeding through virtual glue-
ball intermediate states [16] (which experimentally seem
to have large masses), they would be suppressed. Of
course, before the OZI rule can be declared to be under-
stood, these contributions will also have to be reliably es-
timated.

There are a number of reasons why the full calculation
leaves nearly intact the closure-approximation result that
Am„=Am . There is, first of all, the fact that some con-
tributions cancel exactly even with energy denominators.
Consider p~BC& where B has isospin zero and C& has
isospin one. The corresponding mode co~BCo, where

TABLE II. The sum leading hm„—Am, to be compared
with the closure approximation sum of Table I(a). The entries
are in MeV. The sum of all entries is +13 MeV.

L=9L=3 L=7L=1
2
1

0
0
0

8

4
2
1

0

—106
—35

—2
0

98
26
10
3
1

N=O
N=1
N=2
N=3
N=4

5
—1

0
0
0

FIG. 7. Legend as for Fig. 6, except that here the parameters f3=0.4 GeV, b =0. 10 GeV, and r =0.30 fm have been chosen to be
close to the "magic" ratios discussed in the text. The structure expected in the vicinity of the "magic" limit is clearly exhibited.
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a~. (MeV)

TABLE III. Mass shifts from some individual virtual decay modes. Note that pfj, for example,

stands for the sum of the three channels pfq, pf ~, and pf2

Virutal decay mode Am (MeV) Virtual decay mode

~ 'gp

~T/ p
pp

p~~h,
—+7TaJ

—+pgi
pfi

—+maJ

—142
—146
—63
—42

—296
—81

—312

—23
—183
—330
—326

—445
—62
—41

—980
—325

Co is an isospin zero nonet partner of C], has the same
amplitude and energy denominator if the nonet in ques-
tion is ideally mixed, so these mass shifts cancel exactly.
Thus p~gp cancels co~gco, p~gb] cancels ~ 9h
and p~cuaJ cancels ru —»rufJ. In other cases pieces of
similar contributions cancel against each other even after
energy denominators are in place. For example, in Table
III parts of co~~p, co~wb&, and ~—~pa2 cancel against
p~mcu, p~n. h i, and p~pf z, respectively. Thus
co~~p~co has an intrinsic transition strength which is

2("» 6) times that of p~~~~p while p~wcu~p has an
intrinsic transition strength that is only (v'2) times that
of p~~~~p, ' only the mismatch of strengths contributes
to I —m . We next note that if 2%+1. is large, the
cancellation of the dominant l =0 and 1 terms is main-
tained because the energy denominators of these terms
are then approximately equal and independent of q. At
smaller N and L, the mechanism mentioned in point (iv)
of Sec. II is at work. We recall the argument by recon-
structing it explicitly in the "magic" limit for the decays
cu~pn. and p~pb, , which are parts of the (0,0, 1) cancel-
lation with (1,0,0)+(0,1,0). There, the squared matrix
element of the (lii, lc, l) =(0,0, 1) ru~pn term is the form

4 2
(q /P) exp( —

q /2P ) and in the harmonic-oscillator
model its energy denominator would be —[2m +q /2m],
whereas for the (1,0,0) +(0,1,0) p~pb, term these quan-
tities are 3(q /P )exp( —

q /2P ) and —[2m+cu+q /
2m ]. The first term peaks at q =2P, where its
energy denominator is —[2m + (2P /m ) ] and the
second peaks at q =V2P where its energy denominator
is also —[2m+2P /m], since co=P /m. This tendency
of the two energy denominators to be equal at the point
where their respective matrix elements have the strongest
support aids the large cancellation of departures from the
closure approximation. See Fig. 8. Of course, for the
low-mass intermediate states where large spin splittings
produce large and eA'ectively random deviations from the
closure limit, cancellations are aided by the simple fact
that the momentum integral in (15) has no support at
q =0, where the energy denominators are most diIterent.

There is another structural reason why the energy
shifts cancel so well. In the closure approximation, it is

not just the entire sum over intermediate states that gives
zero: one may hold fixed the spin directions of the four
intermediate state quarks and sum over the remaining
quantum numbers. The P-wave created pair will still
have no overlap with the 5-wave p or n, so this restricted
sum will still give zero. In other words, the closure
sum can be separated into three pieces, labeled by the

1.50

1,00

0.50

0

1.00

0.75

/
p~pb

0.50

0.25

0.00
1 1.5 2 2.5

q ((=ev)

FIG. 8. For the virtual P-wave decay co~p~ and the S-wave
piece of p-~pb&, we display the energy denominators (solid
lines) against a background of the respective numerators (shown
in arbitrary units by the long-dashed lines). The short-dashed
lines are effective energy denominators, " i.e., constants which
give the same energy shifts as the real energy denominators.
Note that in each case the short-dashed line intersects the solid
line near the peak in the numerator. The approximate equality
of the two "effective energy denominators" indicates that the
differences in the matrix elements for these processes tend to
compensate for the differences in the energy denominators and
hence to preserve the cancellations that occur in the closure
limit.
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TABLE IV. Sensitivity of b m —hm to changes in P, r,
and b; the first row shows our "canonical" parameters for con..
parison.

proposed here from the simplest case of mass mixing to
general reaction processes.

P (GeV) rq (fm) b (GeV ) Am —Am (Me V)
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4

0.15
0.30
0.15
0.15

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.12

+13
—33
+31
+32

total quark spin of mesons 8 and C, (sz, sc )

=(0,0), (1,0)+(0, 1), and (1,1), and each piece is sepa-
rately zero. The cancellation of the p and co energy shifts
is somewhat less surprising in view of this observation,
since, instead of a cancellation of two large numbers, can-
cellations are occurring in several pairs of smaller num-
bers.

As a practical measure of the efficacy of the mecha-
nisms we have described in maintaining the validity of
the closure approximation, we show in Table IV the effect
on the co —p splitting of various changes in our model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

As already emphasized in the preceding, the calcula-
tion presented here was not an attempt to accurately ob-
tain the co —

p mass difference (or equivalently the OZI-
violating amplitude 2„). The large cancellation which
determines the contribution of virtual decay channels to

makes this a very dificult task, and in addition there
are other contributions to 3 which we have not con-
sidered here. Rather, our goal was to first suggest and
then substantiate a mechanism which could allow us to
understand why AQzi is so small relative to strong decay
widths, and we are satisfied that we have succeeded in
part in doing so.

Before even this limited task can be completed, howev-
er, much remains to be done. There are some obvious
undertakings. Perhaps the first task is to understand
more deeply if possible and to demonstrate explicitly in a
wider range of models the resilience of the closure and
spectator approximations. It is also important to explic-
itly calculate co-P mixing to check the validity of the
SU(3) approximations made in Eqs. (1). In this system
one will encounter for the first time a new potential
source of OZI violation already emphasized by Lipkin:
when a state is just above the threshold for a channel
which could contribute to the "second-order paradox, "
the imaginary part of the mass matrix can receive contri-
butions which cannot be cancelled by higher mass thresh-
olds. Another obvious task is to extend the calculations
presented here to other mesons where OZI violations are
known to be small. This extension will require the use of
more realistic models for the Aux-tube overlap function
since in general the spectator approximation will not be
obeyed exactly. It is also clearly important to examine
the scalar mesons where the effects of virtual decay chan-
nels can be expected to be very different. Eventually one
will also wish to extend the picture of OZI violation being
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APPENDIX: DETERMINATION OF THE
PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

As indicated in the text, our version of the Po model
has two adjustable parameters: the pair-creation strength
yo, and the quark form-factor parameter r . In addition,
the meson harmonic-oscillator wave functions are
characterized by a parameter P. Here we discuss our
choices of numerical values for these parameters and the
sensitivity of our results to parameter variations.

Our procedure was to fix r, and the determine yo by
fitting the Po meson decay model to the measured
p~~~ rate. Then the rates of 26 other measured meson
decays were calculated, and the goodness of fit to this
sample was evaluated as a function of r (See Ref.s. [Sj
and [13] for details of Po decay calculations, and for a
tabulation of the 26 decays used in our fitting procedure.
Note, however, that the r~ dependence of the decay am-
plitudes was calculated incorrectly in Ref. [5] so that Fig.
12 and the fourth column of Table III in that paper are in
error. ) The results of this fit are shown in Fig. 9. It can
be seen that r =0.15 fm is slightly preferred by the data,
while r &0.35 fm is unlikely. This occurs because de-
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Q 20
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I I I I I0
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I
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r„(frn)
FIG. 9. Goodness of fit to meson-decay data vs the "constitu-

ent quark radius" rq.
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cays to final states with large relative momenta are fitted
poorly when the pair-creation operator becomes very
soft. Row 2 of Table IV shows how the co —

p mass
difference changes when r is doubled from our "canoni-
cal" value of 0.15 fm to 0.30 fm.

We follow Ref. [13] in choosing 0.4 GeV as our pre-
ferred value for g. As discussed in that paper, 0.4 GeV
represents for low-lying mesons an average effective P
value, where the "effective P value" of a state is defined to
be the )33 of the corresponding harmonic-oscillator wave
function which reproduces that state's rms momentum

(as calculated, for example, in the quark model of Ref.
[14]). Row 3 of Table IV shows that our conclusions are
not very sensitive to /3.

Finally, though the size of the J'0 string overlap func-
tion exp( bw—/2) has not been treated as a parameter in
previous applications of the flux-tube Po model (the size
(b/2) ', where b is the QCD string tension, follows
from the string-breaking picture as described in Ref.
[13]),we show in row 4 of Table IV the result of chang-
ing the numerical value of b in this function.
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